Get Fashion wise

We’ve got the answer!
Ever experienced one of those horrid trouser dilemmas where the end result did not
quite work out as you had hoped for? ... Riana Meyer answers one of our reader’s
burning questions.

Not suitable for work ... EVER!

A few more things to keep
in mind

It is also important to wear the
appropriate clothes for a specific
occasion or environment. Say you work
in an environment where a casual dress
code is acceptable. There are still a few
basic things to keep in mind:
• Leggings are best kept for social
occasions and even then they should
only be worn if you have very firm,
toned legs. Ski pants are not as
revealing as leggings but should be
worn with a jacket or a long enough top

Some dos and don’ts:

Yay!

Get It reader Catherine Bronn asked:
“Which trousers will work best for
my body type?”

We like!
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West Rand’s Chata Romano senior image
consultant and our how-to girl, Riana Meyer says:
Firstly, thank you for the great question Catherine.
This question leads us to a few more questions
regarding dressing correctly for our body types as
well as for our lifestyles. When we look at the correct
pants (or bottoms for that matter) for our individual
body types, there are a few important things to
consider: do you have a full tummy/buttocks and/
or wide hips? Do you have a shaped waistline or
no waistline? Elasticated pants or skirts are hardly
ever a good option, especially when you have any
of these figure concerns. Wear bottoms with a
fixed waistband. A good fit is very important. Avoid
hipsters if you have full buttocks or no waistline.
Avoid big pockets if you have a full tummy or wide
hips. Shiny fabrics will make you look fuller. It is
therefore better to opt for pants (or skirts) in a matt
fabric. A bottom that is too small and sits too tight
can make you look a size bigger than what you are
and not the other way round.

to cover your hips and bottom.
• If jeans are allowed, opt for darker
rather than faded jeans. The darker the
jeans, the smarter it looks.
• Wear a feminine blouse and a blazer
or jacket with your jeans and add a nice
pair of shoes or boots rather than a
T-shirt and tekkies or sneakers (even if
tekkies are high fashion at the moment).
It’s best to keep this look for social
events.
• If skinnies are allowed, wear them with
a jacket or a long enough top to cover
your hips and bottom.
• Always opt for pants in the best

possible fabric you can afford.
• Make sure your pants are the correct
length. Pants that are too long
or too short look very untidy and
unprofessional. To establish the correct
length for your pants the hemline
should touch the floor, or be no more
than 1cm from the floor when you stand
bare foot. This way you can pair your
pants with heels of various heights.
• Wide pants (or skirts) make you look
wider so it’s best to wear pants that are
tapered at the bottom. A pencil skirt
will make you look slimmer than a wider
skirt with a lot of fabric.

Success story!

Dress the way you want to be addressed.
A lovely client of mine who works in a professional field had a
problem with her male colleagues who didn’t value her on their
level, even though she is very professional and good at what
she does. She also had to work very hard at earning her clients’
trust as most clients only realised how competent she was after
some time and then built life-long business relationships with
her.
Can you guess the reason for her not being seen as professional
and capable? It was the way she dressed. Although her outfits
were of very high quality, she wore ski pants with frills at the
bottom, and soft tops. She loved this look and felt it was very
much a part of who she was. I showed her what she looked
like in a pencil skirt with a lovely blouse and a jacket and she
couldn’t believe the transformation. It changed her life!
Remember:
• Before you leave your house, always look at yourself in the
mirror … from the front, side and the back. A long-length
mirror is a great investment if you don’t have one.
• Take a trusted friend or professional image consultant/
personal shopper with you when you go shopping for clothes
and ask her to give her honest opinion when you are trying
on clothes. A pair of pants with the correct fit is an investment
in your wardrobe. Don’t compromise a good fit for fashion.
If a specific style is high fashion but doesn’t suite your body
type there is no point in wearing it. And if a style looks good
on someone else it doesn’t mean that it necessarily will do the
same for you. Your aim should be to always look your best.
Details: Riana Meyer on 083 325 6042 or email Riana@
chataromano.com

Need assistance?
If you could ask anything
about style or fashion to
our how-to girl Riana
Meyer, what would it be?
Post your questions on
our Facebook page (Get It
Joburg West).
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